adelina pang feng shui consultancy special

Enter The Dragon
Find out more about your health, wealth and career in 2012 - year of the dragon.
Geomancy, commonly known as Fengshui aims to

tempered and helpful but sometimes can be misinterpreted as being stubborn and

forecast one’s career, wealth, love and health. This

traditional. They are attached to their families and recognized their responsibilities to

Chinese system of astronomy helps to improve life by

the family members. Being steadfast and dependable willpave the way to influence

receiving positive energy from the environment. Using

and power.

our zodiac sign, birth date and time, an experienced

This is a year of opportunities. There will be influential and respectable people

geomancer is able to predict what’s on for the coming

who will take you under their wings. For those who are in a relationship, there is

year.

a likelihood of gossips, disputes and unkind remarks. These will develop a sense

The following are readings for the 12 zodiac signs
for 2012:

of insecurity. Remain calm and think before your next move. Manage your stress
level well and accept it as part of your life. Engage in activities that allow you to
rest and recharge.

Rat You are a good adviser but these words of gold are
not observed in your personal life. You have the desire

Tiger You are a natural born leader who likes activity and action. Your spontaneity

to attain power, which can make you petty and greedy.

and exuberance is highly infectious.

Being an opportunist, you are prone to gambling and
go on a spending spree.
Be

careful

at

your

There will be travelling opportunities and chances to expand your contacts and
networks. Couples should be careful as emotional turmoil may set in. Replace the

workplace

when

you

anger with love and understanding. Learn how to be more tolerant and calm. Pay

communicate with colleagues. Misunderstanding may

extra attention when you wish to invest. Be prudent and handle your finances well.

arise. Keep a low profile and stay humble. There is

It is advisable to get more opinions before stepping into any financial commitments.

also a good chance to fall in love and find that special

You should also take care of your health and seek treatment early for any sickness.

someone in your life. The Golden Lock Star will bring

Avoid heavy smoking and drinking.

you ample wealth opportunities to fulfill your dreams.
Be cautious when being entangled in legal lawsuits.
Remember to read the fine prints and do not to be
arrogant.

Rabbit You are peace loving, innovative and a natural born businessman.
There will be hiccups in your career and you should focus on the ‘real work’. Do
not quit easily and persist on. Every difficulty is an opportunity in disguise. Avoid
disputes that affect interpersonal relationship. It is important to start the year by

Ox Those who are born in the year of ox exhibit many

establishing good rapport with others. Your indecisiveness will lead to missed

positive traits- hardworking, self-assured, smart, good

opportunities.
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Dragon You have a sharp, instinctual and creative mind. Although you are easily

achievements and financial gains. Be careful when

offended, headstrong and hasty, your shrewd personality and sleigh-of-hand skills

dealing with legal documents and read the fine prints

can make things done in an instant.

before signing. Control your emotions and do not let

Be cautious of all matters and plan carefully to ward off obstacles. Do not let

it upset your relationship. Do not take unnecessary

setbacks affect you. Try to avoid all high-risk investment. Always think positive as

financial risk and tide the year with humbleness and

failures can be put to good use. This is the year for academic venture. You have to

prudence. Make time to relax and spend time with

be frugal and be more selective with your expenditures. There will be occurrence of

family and friends.

insomnia and migraines. Stay level headed and be careful while driving or travelling.
Rooster There is no lack of admirers for those born
Snake You are critical and undertake decision often without consultation from

under this sign. You are very routine, regimental, self-

others. Although you are smart and sensitive to those around you, you can be

assured and hardworking. You need to be identified

mercenary when offended.

and be at the centre of attention.

With a stable profession and personal wealth, this year has a positive outlook.

There will be a promotion and increment for you.

Obstacles will be cleared and career will continue to rise. It is also timely to strike

Stay motivated and accomplished more at work as

business deals with others. There will also be happy events such as marriages or

this will bring you favourable attention. Avoid any

new family members. Avoid lending money unless you are prepared to lose it.

undesirable attention and be faithful to your partner. Do

Always think twice before any decision is made. Your health prospect is not as good

not be rash and ignorant in your financial investments.

as last year. Reinforce it with balanced diet and regular exercise.

Make time for a vacation and recharge yourself.

Horse People born under this sign are often characterised as happy, positive,

Dog You have a strong sense of justice and a shoulder

independent and well-liked. They are able to manage their wealth and have an

for others to cry on; friends can always rely on you

alluring personality.

when they are in trouble.

You are able to pull through all difficulties at work and achieve what you want.

To excel at work, stay strong and do not let setbacks

Try to keep track your love life as this can cost you trouble. It is important to place

affect you. Refrain from making huge investments and

ample trust in your partner for long lasting relationship. You should also manage your

learn to be conservative. It is beneficial to look out for

finances well as they can be taken away from you just as easily you have achieved

obstacles at work and work in a slow and steady pace.

them. Avoid dangerous activities such as rock climbing or deep sea sports and visit

Cherish your loved ones and communicate tactfully to

your doctor regularly.

avoid disputes. It is important to trust your partner and
compromise when necessary. Watch what you eat and

Goat You are gentle, compassionate, amiable and generous. On the flip side, you

manage your schedule well. Do not be overwhelmed

can be indecisive, gullible and dislike criticism. There is an artistic inclination and

by stress.

flair to run business. The emotional side of you can distract you from the truth.
Although the readings for your career in year 2012 may not be ideal, there will
be female benefactors to help you survive difficulties at work. Guard yourself against

Pig You are easily contented, not calculative and honest.
However, you can be stubborn and very dependent.

people whose only aim is pull a fast one on you. It is important to establish good

Your hard work will receive due rewards and

rapport with others and learn to be more tolerant and calm. This is the year to spend

opportunities are limitless for you. There is a high

more time with your family and friends. Prevent any unnecessary spending and do

chance for promotion and pay raise. Stay motivated

not dabble in speculations and gambling. You have to manage your

constantly. For singles, there is possibility of meeting

cash flow well.

that special someone. Be more sociable and open up
your doors. Couple will be ready for marriage. Insomnia

Monkey You are extremely intelligent, witty, manipulative,

and migraines may be a manifestation of work stress.

competitive, and a fast learner. Challenges are what make

Take a slower pace in life

you motivated. People born under this sign have good
interpersonal and social skills but can be selfish, cunning,
jealous and egoistic.
There will be loads of opportunities and be sure
to seize every one of them. It will bring you great

To better understand your outlook for year 2012,
seek advice from an experienced Fengshui consultant.
The consultant will be able to analyse your birth data
and provide a personalised and accurate reading. n
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